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Abstract 

It has been said that in industrial markets relationships are long-term oriented, enduring, and 

complex (Ford 1980; Hakansson, 1982; Hutt and Speh 1992; Turnbull and Wilson 1989). The 

relationships between buyers and sellers are often bilateral and the products need to be 

customized to the buyers´ needs. Therefore, the customer is no longer a passive buyer, but an 

active partner. Against this background, the satisfaction of the customer may play an 

important role in establishing, developing, and maintaining successful customer relationships 

in industrial markets. 

Clearly, the construct of customer satisfaction for industrial customers is of sufficient 

importance both theoretically and managerially to warrant more attention. In spite of the 

apparent importance of the concept, customer satisfaction in industrial markets remains a 

rather primitive concept. It is almost never conceptually defined, nor explicitly 

operationalized, when it is used. However, before customer satisfaction can play a positive 

role in its envisioned applications, it must be based on adequate conceptualization and 

suitable measurement methodologies, which, most researchers agree, are presently lacking. 

In contrast to most of the studies in this area, we focus on customer satisfaction for industrial 

firms, specifically customer satisfaction in customer-supplier relationships. Customer 

satisfaction in marketing channels, i.e., satisfaction of a dealer with the overall relationship 

with a manufacturer (see Gassenheimer, Sterling, and Robicheaux 1989; Ruekert and 

Churchill 1984; Schul, Little, and Pride 1985), thus is not considered in this paper. 

Our article makes several contributions: First and most important, our purpose is to develop a 

multiple-item measure of industrial customer satisfaction and assess its psychometric 

properties. Second, the influence of the identified dimensions of customer satisfaction on 

overall satisfaction is analyzed. Third, as buying decisions in industrial companies are usually 

not individual but group decisions (see, e.g., Haas 1989; Lilien and Wong 1984; Webster and 

Wind 1972a), we analyze differences in customer satisfaction between functional categories 

of the members of the buying center (referred to as "multiple role issues"). A buying center 

may be defined as an "informal, cross-sectional decision-unit, in which the primary objective 

is the acquisition, importation, and processing of purchasing-related information" (Spekman 

and Stern 1979, p. 56). 



The paper is organized as follows. In the first section we review the relevant literature. In the 

two sections to follow we describe the research method and the scale development and 

validation. After this multiple role issues are analyzed. Finally we discuss theoretical, 

methodological, and managerial implications and offer directions for future research. 
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The last decades have spawned a number of studies on customer satisfaction. A key motivation for the 

growing emphasis on customer satisfaction is that highly satisfied customers can lead to a stronger 

competitive position resulting in higher market share and profit (Fornell 1992). Customer satisfaction 

is also generally assumed to be a significant determinant of repeat sales, positive word-of mouth, and 

customer loyalty (Bearden and Teel 1983; Fornell et al. 1996). As a result, there is increasing attention 

among academics and business practitioners to customer satisfaction as a corporate goal (e.g., Bolton 

and Drew 1991; Crosby 1991; Oliva, Oliver, and MacMillan 1992). Partly, this increasing focus on 

customer satisfaction is rooted in contemporary managerial tools such as total quality management 

(TQM) and business process reengineering. Especially the TQM movement has led to more focus on 

the measurement of the complex construct of customer satisfaction. This is particularly evident in the 

application guidelines of the famous Baldrige Award (see National Institute of Standards and 

Technology 1994). Recently, the widespread interest in customer satisfaction has led to the 

development of national customer satisfaction indices in different countries including Sweden (Fornell 

1992; Anderson, Fornell, and Lehmann 1994), the U.S. (Fornell et al. 1996), and Germany (Meyer and 

Dornach 1997). 

Researchers have defined customer satisfaction as a "response resulting from the customer´s 

comparison of product performance to some prepurchase standard, such as expectation, ideal, or 

norm" (Halstead, Hartman, and Schmidt 1994, p. 122). This definition is in line with the 

confirmation/disconfirmation model (see, e.g., Churchill and Surprenant 1982; Oliver 1980; Oliver 

and DeSarbo 1988). In this model customers are assumed to evaluate consumption experiences and to 

compare perceived performance with some pre-consumption standard. The level of satisfaction is 

related to the size and direction of the disconfirmation experienced. Satisfaction occurs when 

performance matches or is better than the standard. Dissatisfaction occurs when performance is less 

than the standard. In this context, a number of psychological theories have examined the functional 

relationship between what was expected and what has been received. They include comparison level 

theory (LaTour and Peat 1979; Swan and Martin 1981), adaptation level theory (Oliver 1980, 1981; 

Oliver and Linda 1981), assimilation-contrast theory (Anderson 1973; Olson and Dover 1979; Oliver 

1996), and assimilation theory (Anderson 1973; Cardozo 1965; Oliver 1996). 
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Most research on customer satisfaction has focused on satisfaction with consumer goods and services 

(see Oliver 1996 for an overview). Almost all empirical customer satisfaction studies published 

between 1986 and 1996 in the Journal of Marketing and the Journal of Marketing Research have used 

the individual consumer as the unit of analysis (see, e.g., Cadotte, Woodruff, and Jenkins 1987; 

Spreng, MacKenzie, and Olshavsky 1996; Tse and Wilton 1988). Research on customer satisfaction in 

business-to-business relationships is still modest and lagging far behind consumer marketing. Unlike 

in services marketing, where SERVQUAL (Parasuraman, Zeithaml, and Berry 1988, 1991, 1994) has 

become a reasonably well accepted model for measuring the extent to which a company meets its 

customers´ expectations, a widely used measure of industrial customers´ satisfaction does not exist to 

the best of our knowledge. 

It has been said that in industrial markets relationships are long-term oriented, enduring, and complex 

(Ford 1980; Hakansson, 1982; Hutt and Speh 1992; Turnbull and Wilson 1989). The relationships 

between buyers and sellers are often bilateral and the products need to be customized to the buyers´ 

needs. Therefore, the customer is no longer a passive buyer, but an active partner. Against this 

background, the satisfaction of the customer may play an important role in establishing, developing, 

and maintaining successful customer relationships in industrial markets. 

Clearly, the construct of customer satisfaction for industrial customers is of sufficient importance both 

theoretically and managerially to warrant more attention. In spite of the apparent importance of the 

concept, customer satisfaction in industrial markets remains a rather primitive concept. It is almost 

never conceptually defined, nor explicitly operationalized, when it is used. However, before customer 

satisfaction can play a positive role in its envisioned applications, it must be based on adequate 

conceptualization and suitable measurement methodologies, which, most researchers agree, are 

presently lacking. 

In contrast to most of the studies in this area, we focus on customer satisfaction for industrial firms, 

specifically customer satisfaction in customer-supplier relationships. Customer satisfaction in 

marketing channels, i.e., satisfaction of a dealer with the overall relationship with a manufacturer (see 
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Gassenheimer, Sterling, and Robicheaux 1989; Ruekert and Churchill 1984; Schul, Little, and Pride 

1985), thus is not considered in this paper. 

Our article makes several contributions: First and most important, our purpose is to develop a 

multiple-item measure of industrial customer satisfaction and assess its psychometric properties. 

Second, the influence of the identified dimensions of customer satisfaction on overall satisfaction is 

analyzed. Third, as buying decisions in industrial companies are usually not individual but group 

decisions (see, e.g., Haas 1989; Lilien and Wong 1984; Webster and Wind 1972a), we analyze 

differences in customer satisfaction between functional categories of the members of the buying center 

(referred to as "multiple role issues"). A buying center may be defined as an "informal, cross-sectional 

decision-unit, in which the primary objective is the acquisition, importation, and processing of 

purchasing-related information" (Spekman and Stern 1979, p. 56). 

The paper is organized as follows. In the first section we review the relevant literature. In the two 

sections to follow we describe the research method and the scale development and validation. After 

this multiple role issues are analyzed. Finally we discuss theoretical, methodological, and managerial 

implications and offer directions for future research. 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Overview 

To the best of our knowledge, there is no comprehensive academic study of industrial customer 

satisfaction. Research using the construct has typically focused on very specific aspects. They include, 

e.g., customer satisfaction in the context of complaining behavior (e.g., Trawick and Swan 1981; 

Williams and Gray 1978) and the impact of the industrial buyer´s perception of the purchase process 

on satisfaction (Tanner 1996). A second limitation of previous research is its reliance on single-item 

measures (Qualls and Rosa 1995; Trawick and Swan 1981) or multiple-item (but unidimensional) 

measures (Dwyer 1993; Han 1992; Han and Wilson 1992) of industrial customer satisfaction. Given 

the complexity of customer-supplier interaction in industrial marketing (Hakansson 1982, p. 14) it 
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seems questionable whether previous operationalizations of industrial customer satisfaction can 

adequately capture the construct´s domain. A valid measurement scale for the satisfaction of industrial 

customers is not available in the literature. 

In summary, previous work directly related to industrial customer satisfaction provides limited insight 

into the construct´s nature. We therefore conduct a broader literature review in the industrial marketing 

area. The literature review focuses on three key issues associated with industrial customers´ 

satisfaction. First, we aim at identifying possible dimensions of customer satisfaction in industrial 

markets leading to a preliminary understanding of the construct´s domain. Second, we discuss 

different roles in the buying center in the context of industrial customer satisfaction. Third, we look 

for guidance on how to conceptualize the scale. 

Content of Industrial Customer Satisfaction 

Prior to discussing potential dimensions of the construct under consideration we need to identify the 

object of industrial customer satisfaction. Research in the consumer goods area typically relates 

satisfaction to a single discrete transaction (e.g., Cardozo 1965; Churchill and Surprenant 1982). Since 

the work of Hakansson (1982) research in industrial marketing has emphasized the importance of 

customer-supplier relationships (see, e.g., Dwyer, Schurr, and Oh 1987). As an example, Hakansson 

(1982, p. 14) states that in industrial marketing settings 

"the relationship between buyer and seller is frequently long term, close and 
involving a complex pattern of interaction between and within each company. The 
marketers´ and buyers´ task in this case may have more to do with maintaining 
these relationships than with making a straightforward sale or purchase." 

Against this background, it is obvious that customer satisfaction in industrial marketing should be 

understood as a relationship-specific rather than a transaction-specific construct. Thus, our 

conceptualization of industrial customer satisfaction will be related to different facets of a buyer-

supplier relationship. In the terminology of Anderson, Fornell, and Lehmann (1994) this corresponds 

to the use of a cumulative approach to customer satisfaction measurement. In the following we will 
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identify potential dimensions of industrial customer satisfaction. Multiple dimensions are an a priori 

assumption of our study because of the complex nature of industrial marketing relationships. 

Prior to focusing explicitely on industrial customer satisfaction we will briefly review previous studies 

on consumer satisfaction to get first insights into potential dimensions of the satisfaction construct. 

Czepiel and Rosenberg (1977) suggested a comprehensive list of consumer satisfaction facets 

including the purchase process, the decision, the functional attributes, the aesthetic attributes, the 

psychological attributes, the service attributes, and the environmental attributes. Most research on 

consumer satisfaction has emphasized satisfaction with functional attributes. According to Czepiel and 

Rosenberg (1977, p. 409) they include "all attributes that affect the fitness of the product to the task 

and for the consumer - e.g. price, construction, quality, and performance". Other authors have 

suggested a distinction between aspects of the product itself and information about the product (e.g., 

Spreng and Olshavsky 1992). 

The increasing interest in services marketing has also led to considerable research efforts related to 

consumer satisfaction with services (e.g., Singh 1991). Authors typically consider the costs, the 

service quality, the quality of employee interaction, the service delivery process, or the consumption 

experience (e.g., Bitner, Booms, and Tetreault 1990; Bolton and Drew 1994; Crosby and Stephens 

1987; Danaher and Mattson 1994). Studies investigating consumer satisfaction with retail outlets 

typically use scales which include interaction-related facets such as the helpfulness, the politeness, or 

the friendliness of salespeople (e.g. Westbrook 1981). 

 In summary, the multi-dimensional nature of the consumer satisfaction construct is evident. This 

provides further justification for our multi-dimensional approach to conceptualizing industrial 

customer satisfaction. Additionally, some of the facets of consumer satisfaction are clearly relevant for 

studying satisfaction in an industrial marketing setting. 

The product is the core of the exchange and as a result, the characteristics of the product are likely to 

have significant effects on an industrial relationship (Hakansson 1982). In this context, the attributes 
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which are usually related to the product include value/price relationship or product quality (Sheth 

1973; Wind, Green, and Robinson 1968). 

Also, services play an important role in determining an industrial customer´s satisfaction. Industrial 

services, which usually are technically more complex than consumer services (Gordon, Calantone, and 

di Benedetto 1993), include, e.g., maintenance, repair, and operation services (see, e.g., Jackson and 

Cooper 1988; Jackson, Neidell, and Lunsford 1995; Mathe and Shapiro 1993). These are services that 

accompany the purchased goods and that an industrial customer needs to run its operations (Bowen, 

Siehl, Schneider 1989). Besides these technical services, the services that support the products and 

systems after delivery to the customer have to be mentioned. Since many industrial products are 

sufficiently complex, they require user training (Cohen and Lee 1990). For this reason, the availability 

and content of technical documentation or other documentation material (Kekre, Krishnan, and 

Srinivasan 1995) as well as technical training have to be considered in the context of industrial 

customer satisfaction. 

Especially two processes, order handling and complaint handling, are particularly important in 

industrial marketing. Order handling typically involves a larger number of subprocesses. For example, 

Shapiro, Rangan, and Sviokla (1992) identify ten steps of an order management cycle where the 

company meets the customer, including order planning, order generation, order receipt and entry, 

scheduling, and fulfillment. Banting (1984) and Cunningham and Roberts (1974) found that delivery 

reliability, also a facet of the order handling process, is of great importance to industrial customers. 

Next to order handling, complaint handling has been mentioned as the second process to consider. 

Since it is known that the majority of dissatisfied customers do not complain, and if they complain, the 

problem is usually very serious (Andreasen and Best 1977), it is very important that a supplier makes a 

strong effort to respond adequately to valid complaints and provide satisfaction where possible 

(Barksdale, Powell, and Hargrove 1984, p. 93). In this context, it is not only a replacement guarantee 

which may be important for the customer (Banting 1984), but also the reaction of the supplier on 

product related complaints outside warranty periods. Complaints can be directly related to product 
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performance as well as to other aspects of the purchase and use process (Day and Landon 1977, p. 

429). 

The last area with which an industrial customer could be satisfied or dissatisfied and which needs to be 

included in our study is the interaction with the salesforce. This covers the knowledge of the salesforce 

about products and usage conditions as well as support in problem solving. Many of the relevant 

aspects have been included in the SOCO (selling orientation - customer orientation)-scale developed 

by Saxe and Weitz (1982). Their items are related to specific actions a salesperson might take when 

interacting with buyers (see also Michaels and Day 1985). 

In summary, we may preliminarily define industrial customer satisfaction as a relationship-specific 

construct describing how well a supplier meets a customer´s expectations concerning product features, 

services, order handling, complaint handling, and salespeople. 

Multiple Roles in Industrial Buying 

The high complexity of industrial marketing relationships is also due to the involvement of many 

people in the decision process with complex interactions among individuals (Webster and Wind 

1972a). A large number of conceptual schemes have been suggested to explain the nature and 

functioning of the buying center, drawing back on the conceptual foundation for the study of 

organizational buying laid by the seminal works of Robinson, Faris, and Wind (1967), Sheth (1973), 

and Webster and Wind (1972a, b). Webster and Wind (1972a, b) identified several distinct roles in the 

buying center including users, influencers, buyers, deciders, and gatekeepers. Since it is quite likely 

that several individuals will occupy the same role within the buying center or that one individual may 

occupy two or more roles, empirical studies in this area typically do not use this formal role model. 

Rather, they focus on the different functional units the members of the buying center belong to (e.g., 

purchasing, manufacturing, engineering, quality control, finance, marketing, and sales). It is generally 

assumed that different organizational functions correspond to different roles (see, e.g., Webster and 

Wind 1972b). 
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Numerous studies have attempted to identify the organizational functions most centrally involved, or 

most influential, in buying center activities. On an overall basis, purchasing, engineering, and 

manufacturing are represented most prominently in the buying center (see, e.g., Brand 1972; Johnston 

1981, p. 132; Johnston and Bonoma 1981a, b; Lilien and Wong 1984; McQuiston 1989; Moriarty and 

Bateson 1982; Sheth 1973; Wilson and Woodside 1995). Several other functions in the organization 

may be, but are typically not, involved in the buying center (Sheth 1973, p. 52). 

Each of the mentioned functions has unique interests and orientations, and each of them may therefore 

consider different criteria in judging a supplier (Sheth 1973, p. 52). Purchasing managers´ activities 

typically include those tasks associated with order processes, and supplier identification and selection, 

among others (Crow and Lindquist 1985; Spekman, Stewart, and Johnston 1995). For the salespeople, 

the purchasing manager is often the most easily reached member of the buying center (Johnston and 

Bonoma 1981b). Therefore, the purchasing manager is usually the person who maintains regular 

contact with a supplier and thus might be concerned with personnel continuity in a supplier´s 

salesforce (Naumann, Lincoln, and McWilliams 1984). On a more general level, purchasing managers 

may be more concerned with commercial factors, while managers in engineering may place greater 

importance on technical attributes (Mast and Hawes 1986, p. 3). Manufacturing personnel are the 

product users and probably mainly concerned with technical product features (Naumann, Lincoln, and 

McWilliams 1984, p. 121, Sheth 1973, p. 52). 

Thus, it is evident that the different functions have different perspectives, which arise from their 

distinct roles within a company. Against this background, the appropriateness of the single-informant 

approach typically used in studies of customer satisfaction in business-to-business settings seems 

questionable. On a more general level, the shortcomings of the key informant approach are many. 

There is empirical evidence that key informant data have questionable reliability and validity (Phillips 

1981). It is often difficult to know whether a single individual in a complex buying situation can 

provide valid information. Key informants are often asked to make inferences about macro-level 

phenomena or perform aggregations over persons, tasks, and organizational subunits. This may place 

unrealistic demands on them as respondents or it could produce unreliable responses, so that 
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substantial random errors can occur (Bagozzi, Yi, and Phillips 1991; Silk and Kalwani 1982). The 

informant´s position, length of time in the organization, or other personal or role characteristics could 

influence his or her reports (Kumar, Stern, and Anderson 1993; Seidler 1974). Those distortions in key 

informants reports may be attributable to systematic sources of error such as bias or ignorance 

(Phillips 1981, p. 410). 

In summary, a multiple informant approach is considered to be adequate for studying industrial 

customer satisfaction. It is hypothesized that the different roles in the buying center induce differences 

in customer satisfaction. These differences may relate to the level of satisfaction as well as to the 

importance of the construct´s dimensions. We will therefore focus on the different roles in the buying 

center distinguishing between purchasing, engineering, and manufacturing. 

Conceptualization of Industrial Customer Satisfaction 

A question that still needs to be addressed relates to the nature of scale conceptualization. Given our 

definition of industrial customer satisfaction, one might consider measuring the construct based on 

differences between a customer´s perception of performance and expectations. This would imply using 

a double scale as Parasuraman, Zeithaml, and Berry (1988) did in developing the SERVQUAL scale 

for measuring service quality. Based upon a definition of service quality as the "degree and direction 

of discrepancy between consumers´ perceptions and expectations" (Parasuraman, Zeithaml, and Berry 

1988, p. 1) these authors use two scales to measure service quality on the five SERVQUAL 

dimensions. One scale is used to assess the expectations and another scale to assess the perceptions 

concerning the items of the scale. 

However, marketing researchers have argued against this formulation on the basis of theoretical as 

well as methodological and empirical grounds (Peter, Churchill, and Brown 1993; Teas 1993, 1994). 

Babakus, Pedrick, and Richardson (1995) who applied SERVQUAL to industrial services, preferred 

for example a "performance only" scale, which turned out to have desirable psychometric properties. 

Also, questions about the nature and the role of the "expectations" construct have not been settled (see, 

e.g., Babakus and Boller 1992; Cronin and Taylor 1992; Oliver 1993). Another rather practical point 
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which argues for the use of a single scale is the length of the questionnaire. In summary, the 

shortcomings of the double scale approach are many, so that we will use a single scale for the 

measurement of industrial customer satisfaction. 

Synthesis 

Several important implications derived from the literature review. First, the literature directly related 

to industrial customer satisfaction provides limited insight into the construct´s nature. Second, we 

define customer satisfaction in industrial markets as a relationship-specific rather than a transaction-

specific construct. It describes how well a supplier meets a customer´s expectation concerning 

different facets of a buyer-supplier relationship. Third, the literature in industrial marketing suggests 

that the construct of customer satisfaction may be related to product features, services, selected 

processes, such as order handling and complaint handling, and salespeople. In view of those many 

facets, customer satisfaction has to be conceptualized as a multidimensional construct. Fourth, in view 

of the different roles in the buying center involved in industrial purchasing processes, a multiple 

informant approach is needed to study industrial customers´ satisfaction. Based on a review of the 

literature on buying center structures we distinguish three roles including purchasing, engineering, and 

manufacturing. Fifth, in view of the complexity of the construct and the presumably many items to be 

used as well as the mentioned criticism, a double scale, such as it is used in the SERVQUAL 

approach, should be avoided. We will use a single scale for the measurement of industrial customers´ 

satisfaction. This means that we will not measure expecations separately. 

RESEARCH METHOD 

Research Setting 

Industrial customer-supplier relationships were selected as the general setting for our empirical study. 

On the basis of the tentative definition of industrial customer satisfaction, field interviews were used 

for item generation and for identifying possible additional dimensions of the construct. Using 

qualitative methods prior to surveys is consistent with procedures recommended for marketing theory 
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development (Desphandé 1983). This approach is also consistent with other approaches in the 

marketing literature for developing important marketing scales (see, e.g., Kohli and Jaworski 1990; 

Kohli, Jaworski, and Kumar 1993). The set of industrial businesses chosen for the interviews 

represented a cross-section of a wide variety of industries including energy supply, chemicals, 

mechanical machinery, electronics, and food. The companies participating in the field interviews were 

chosen independently from the target organization which was later used for the collection of the data. 

Then, the research setting for scale development and validation was a field study of the satisfaction of 

customers of a major German mechanical machinery company with their supplier. Thus, we use a 

single target organization for the scale development which is consistent with other scale development 

studies in the marketing literature (e.g., Narver and Slater 1990; Ruekert and Churchill 1984). The 

uniformly strong support we received from the company´s top management made it possible to obtain 

customer satisfaction data from customers in twelve European countries on identical scales. This 

would not have been possible with multiple target organizations. 

In industrial marketing different types of buying decisions have to be distinguished. A commonly 

accepted typology by Robinson, Faris, and Wind (1967) uses three categories. They include straight 

rebuy or routine purchase, modified rebuy, and new buy (see, e.g., Webster 1991). Since our goal is 

the development of a scale to measure industrial customers´ satisfaction which can be used in a broad 

range of purchasing situations and product categories we did not focus on a specific type of buying 

class. Rather the target organization was chosen such as to cover all three types of buying situations. 

Specifically the company´s product range includes completely standardized products bought by 

customers in high quantities on a regular basis (thus yielding a routine purchase situation) as well as 

products individually designed for important customers at every transaction (thus corresponding to a 

new buy situation). Additionally, the target organization was chosen such as to yield large variance on 

factors that have been found to impact on characteristics of the buying situation. These factors include 

product complexity, product type, importance of the purchase situation, novelty of the purchase, and 

innovativeness (see, e.g., Anderson, Chu, and Weitz 1987; Johnston and Bonoma 1981a; Kirsch and 
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Kutschker 1982; Lilien and Wong 1984; McQuiston 1989; Möller and Laaksonen 1986; Reve and 

Johansen 1982). 

In summary, the target organization was chosen in such a way as to yield generalizable results across a 

wide variety of industrial marketing settings. 

Field Interviews 

We conducted face-to-face interviews within 25 industrial companies. In each company respondents 

from the three functional areas (purchasing, engineering, and manufacturing) were interviewed for a 

total of 75 interviews. The main objective was to identify key factors of customer satisfaction that 

were important from the perspective of industrial customers. The interviews took from one hour to 

almost three hours. In addition to conducting interviews, we looked at checklists firms used for 

supplier evaluation. Interviews were organized around two key questions: 

· "What do you think are the dimensions of industrial customer satisfaction?" 

· "What potential areas of dissatisfaction exist concerning an industrial supplier?" 

The identified dimensions are typically broad in scope and involve multiple elements. The first finding 

from the field interviews is that the construct of customer satisfaction is clearly related to the 

dimensions identified in the literature review. The product dimension was found to cover such issues 

as product reliability, price/value relationship, and service-friendliness among others. The services 

dimension covers the full range of technical services, such as maintenance, fitting, and repair. Besides 

the technical quality of the services, interviewees especially emphasized the speed of availability of 

service staff as an important item in this domain. Processes were captured through two basic 

processes, order handling (which covers order confirmation, order processing, delivery and invoicing) 

and handling of complaints (e.g. handling of product related complaints within as well as outside the 

warranty period). The salespeople dimension reflects how interactions between the salespeople and 

customers are handled, how well the salespeople know their products as well as their usage conditions 
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in the customer´s company. Also, the social aspects of the interaction between the customers and the 

salesforce (e.g. salespeople´s friendliness) were mentioned. 

Field interviews indicated that the construct of customer satisfaction has also a communication 

dimension. It captures the communcation with a supplier´s personnel excluding the field salesforce, 

e.g., people in order handling departments, engineering, or manufacturing. Relevant items relate to the 

reachability of the relevant persons as well as to the quality of their reactions to written or telephone-

based requests. Additionally, product-related informations were important for the customers. This 

includes information given by technical documentation as well as information given in brochures or 

prospectuses, for example. 

Data Collection 

As a result of the interviews, an initial pool of 43 items was generated. A five-point scale ranging from 

"Strongly Satisfied" (5) to "Strongly Dissatisfied" (1), with no verbal labels for scale points 2 through 

4, accompanied each satisfaction statement. The survey instrument contained additional questions 

including an overall rating of satisfaction with the target organization as a supplier (y1) and likelihood 

of recommending the target company as an industrial supplier (y2). The survey questionnaire was 

pretested with a pool of customers. Though the target organization was held constant for all evaluating 

organizations, the customers represented in the sample were diverse. They included a variety of 

industries and a broad range of company sizes. 

Sample 1: Data collection focused on customers of the company which buy on a regular basis. 

Respondents were selected on the basis of a stratified sampling to ensure variance. The sampling 

included all customers that buy at least for 1 million Deutsche Mark per year, every second customer 

that buys for at least .5 million Deutsche Mark, and every fifth customer that buys for at least 

.1 million Deutsche Mark. 

Knowledgeable respondents were identified and assigned to one of the three roles (purchasing, 

engineering, manufacturing) by the respective regional sales management directors. The questionnaire 

was administered to 2576 informants in German companies together with a personalized letter. Three 
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weeks later, a replacement copy of the questionnaire, again with a personalized letter, was sent to the 

informants who had not responded yet. Questionnaires with excessive missing data were eliminated. 

The procedure yielded 873 responses for an overall response rate of approximately 34 %, which 

compares favorably with rates reported in previous research. Response rates for the three functional 

areas were very similar. 310 questionnaires (30 %) were received from purchasing managers, 363 

questionnaires (36 %) from engineering personnel, and 200 (37 %) from manufacturing respondents. 

Sample 2: The second sample was used for cross-validating the scale developed on the basis of sample 

1. Data for the second sample was obtained from the customers of the target company in eleven 

European countries (see Table 1). Again, respondents were classified by their role with the same 

categories as in sample 1. The original version of the German questionnaire was first translated into 

the language of the country under investigation by expert translators and then retranslated. Differences 

that emerged were reconciled by the translators. To ensure that the customers would be able to 

understand the translated items, drafts of the final questionnaires were pretested in the corresponding 

countries. 

------------------------------------------Insert Table 1 about here--------------------------------------- 

Then, questionnaires together with personalized letters were distributed to 5449 informants in the 

eleven countries. Approximately four weeks after the initial mailing, a reminder with a replacement 

questionnaire followed. A total of 1679 informants returned completed and usable questionnaires 

which means a final response rate of approximately 31 %. Table 1 provides information on the total 

sample split up by countries. Response rates varied between 15 % for Italy and 72 % for Switzerland. 

Generally, the response rates were higher for Northern Europe than for Southern Europe. It is worth 

noting that the differences in surveys sent out are caused by the target company´s market position in 

the different countries rather than by country size. 

SCALE DEVELOPMENT AND VALIDATION 

In the first stage, the measures were evaluated according to the paradigm suggested by Churchill 

(1979) and extended by Gerbing and Anderson (1988). This means that sample 1 was used to purify 
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the list of 43 items. Also, validity properties and factor structure of the measure was evaluated using 

sample 1. A 29-item instrument (called INDSAT) for assessing customer satisfaction in industrial 

markets was developed. The Appendix provides a summary of the scale items included. Purification of 

the item pool began with exploratory factor analysis, the computation of coefficient alpha (Cronbach 

1951) and item-to-total correlations. To further refine the measure, confirmatory factor analysis was 

used. It is widely accepted that confirmatory factor analysis is superior to more traditional criteria in 

the context of scale validation because of its less restrictive assumptions (see, e.g., Bagozzi, Yi, and 

Phillips 1991; Gerbing and Anderson 1988). For confirmatory factor analysis we used the ML 

(Maximum Likelihood) method in LISREL VIII (Jöreskog and Sörbom 1993) for parameter 

estimation. 

In the second stage we used sample 2 for evaluating the psychometric properties of the INDSAT scale. 

The approach of using more than one sample closely parallels procedures recommended by 

Churchill´s (1979) paradigm for developing better measures of marketing constructs. Sample 2 is also 

used for the cross-validation of the INDSAT scale with a new data set (see Cudeck and Browne 1983). 

Competing factorial models will be compared in terms of predictive validity. 

Scale Development 

The first step in item analysis and assessment of dimensionality was exploratory factor analysis with 

an oblique rotation procedure to allow for intercorrelations among the dimensions. Items with low 

loadings on all factors or high loadings on more than one factor were eliminated. Exploratory factor 

analysis confirmed that there are seven dimensions underlying the satisfaction construct. As assumed 

before, the dimensions include satisfaction with products, with salespeople, with product-related 

information, with order handling and processing, with technical services, with communication with 

internal staff, and with complaint handling. The conceptualized structure of the satisfaction construct 

could be confirmed, even on the basis of a reduced set of items. 

Next the reliability of each factor was assessed by calculating coefficient alpha (Cronbach 1951). 

Because of the multidimensionality of the satisfaction construct, coefficient alpha was computed 
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separately for the seven dimensions to ascertain the extent to which items making up each dimension 

shared a common core. Item-to-total correlations were also inspected, so that items with low 

correlations could be eliminated if doing so did not diminish the measure´s coverage of the construct 

domain. The reliability coefficients for all the measures exceeded .8, well above the recommended 

standard of .7 that has been suggested by Nunally (1978, p. 254). 

Every single factor was then submitted to a confirmatory factor analysis. All factor loadings were 

significant at the .01 level and all individual item reliabilities were far above the required value of .4 

(Bagozzi and Baumgartner 1994, p. 402). According to the recommendations of Bagozzi and Yi 

(1988) and Bagozzi and Baumgartner (1994), an average variance extracted of at least .5 and a 

composite reliability of at least .7 is desirable. Those requirements were met. 

After having assessed the individual factors, the reduced set of items were subjected, all together, to a 

confirmatory factor analysis. The results of the analysis are summarized in Table 2, together with 

some additional information on reliability and validity. 

------------------------------------------Insert Table 2 about here--------------------------------------- 

As seen in Table 2, Alpha coefficients of the seven factors exceed the recommended threshold of .7. 

Also, the threshold values of .5 and .7 for average variances extracted and composite reliabilities, 

respectively, were exceeded. In sum, these criteria seem to suggest that the model fits the data 

adequately. There was no necessity of deleting any further items. The final scale consists of 29 items 

(7 factors). 

Although the chi-square value was significant (659.07 with 356 d.f., p<.001), other goodness-of-fit 

measures indicate a good overall fit of the seven factor model to the data: GFI=.99, AGFI=.99 (see 

Jöreskog and Sörbom 1982), RMR=.04 (see Bagozzi and Yi 1988), RMSEA=.03 (see Steiger 1990), 

and CFI=1.00 (see Bentler 1990). 
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Assessment of Validity 

The next step is to assess the convergent and discriminant validity of the INDSAT scale. Convergent 

validity "represents the degree to which two or more attempts to measure the same concept through 

maximally dissimilar methods agree" (Bagozzi 1981, p. 376). One way to assess convergent validity is 

to check if all factor loadings are significant (Bagozzi, Yi, and Phillips 1991). As can be seen in Table 

2, all factor loadings were significantly different from zero as evidenced by consistently large t-values. 

To assess convergent validity, we also examined the association between the INDSAT scale and a 

factor (overall customer satisfaction) measured by the two previously mentioned items y1 and y2. The 

squared multiple correlation coefficient for the strucural equation, as shown in Figure 1, is .77. This 

can be seen as a desirably high value, especially in view of the fact that the data is gathered across 

different industries and different functional groups. This finding offers strong support for the 

convergent validity of the INDSAT scale. Specifically, this result indicates that a suppliers´s ratings on 

the INDSAT scale explain almost 80 % of the overall customer satisfaction with the supplier. This 

compares favorably with validation results reported by Parasuraman, Zeithaml, and Berry (1988) for 

the SERVQUAL scale. 

-------------------------------------------Insert Figure 1 about here------------------------------------- 

Discriminant validity is "the degree to which measures of distinct concepts differ" (Bagozzi and 

Phillips 1982, p. 469). Discriminant validity between the seven INDSAT factors was analyzed by 

performing chi-square difference tests. The chi-square difference tests were performed between the 

original model with the seven factors and models where a factor correlation is fixed at a value of 1.0, 

one-by-one. For the model investigated, the chi-square values were significantly lower for the 

unconstrained models, which suggests the factors exhibit discriminant validity. A more stringent 

procedure has been suggested by Fornell and Larcker (1981). For every pair of factors we compared 

the square of the correlational parameter estimate between them with the average variance extracted 

for each of them. Table 3 shows the correlation matrix between the seven INDSAT factors. For every 

pair of factors the squares of these values are lower than the corresponding variances extracted 
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reported in Table 2. Again, the discriminant validity of the seven INDSAT factors was supported. In 

summary, we find evidence of convergent and discriminant validity. 

 

-------------------------------------------Insert Table 3 about here-------------------------------------- 

Reanalysis of INDSAT Based on Sample 2 

Note that the analysis described up to now was entirely based on the data from German customers of 

the target organization. We now describe the reanalysis using a more general (i.e. international) 

sample. We reanalyzed the developed scale on the basis of new data to evaluate the robustness of 

INDSAT in the new sample. Table 4 summarizes the results of a confirmatory factor analysis of the 29 

INDSAT items with seven underlying factors based on sample 2. 

------------------------------------------Insert Table 4 about here--------------------------------------- 

All of the measures shown in Table 4 indicate very good psychometric properties of the INDSAT 

scale. The overall fit indices for sample 2 (a chi-square value of 1049.34 with 356 d.f., p<.001 a GFI 

of .99, an AGFI of .99, a RMR of .04, a RMSEA of .03, and a CFI of 1.00) are similar to the ones 

observed in sample 1 and provide evidence of a desirable fit of the model in the new sample. 

Additionally, convergent validity is also evident in sample 2 as all factor loadings are highly 

significant. Discriminant validity has been tested and supported using chi-square difference tests and 

the procedure suggested by Fornell and Larcker (1981). In summary, the seven factor model has 

shown sound psychometric properties in sample 2. 

Cross-Validation 

Testing a model on a given data set "might capitalize on peculiar characteristics of that data set" 

(Bagozzi and Yi 1988, p. 53). The observed fit of the model may largely reflect the specific 

characteristics of one´s data set rather than a generalizeable structure. To evaluate if the INDSAT scale 

is not the result of an overfitting to sample 1, cross-validation was used. Cudeck and Browne (1983) 
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have advocated the use of cross-validation for covariance structure models. In practice, this is usually 

done through splitting a data set into two parts, a calibration and a validation sample. Model selection 

is then based on the criterion of minimum discrepancy in fit between the validation-sample observed 

covariance matrix and the calibration-sample estimated covariance matrix (Bagozzi and Baumgartner 

1994).  

The main objective of cross-validation is to select, from a series of possible models, the model that 

provides the best approximation of the data in the two samples (Homburg 1991). Therefore, Cudeck 

and Browne (1983) recommend that models of different complexity should be compared. For every 

model, cross-validation is accomplished by fixing all free parameters to the values obtained in the 

calibration sample. The next step is to estimate this model in the validation sample (Bagozzi and 

Baumgartner 1994). Under these conditions, LISREL yields a discrepancy value (based upon the fit 

function) related to the covariance matrix estimated in the calibration sample and the empirical 

covariance matrix in the validation sample. 

Since a seven factor model is a rather complex way of describing the structure underlying 29 

indicators, it is particularly interesting to investigate whether more parsimonious models perform 

better in the cross-validation analysis. Therefore, we restricted the set of alternative models to models 

with a smaller number of factors. All of the three competing models were four factor structures 

combining individual INDSAT factors based on theoretical considerations. As an example, one 

alternative model contains a product dimension (INDSAT1), a services/documentation dimension 

(summarizing indicators related to INDSAT3 and INDSAT5), a process-related dimension (combining 

INDSAT4 and INDSAT7), and an interaction-related dimension (putting together INDSAT2 and 

INDSAT6). The seven factor structure exhibits the lowest fit function value of 4.05, while the three 

alternative models exhibit values of 9.10, 9.14, and 9.07, respectively. These results clearly suggest 

that industrial customer satisfaction should be modeled by a seven factor model. 
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Assessment of Importance 

Causal modeling was used to examine the impact of satisfaction dimensions on overall customer 

satisfaction. Usually, multiple regression is used to determine the relative importance (see Qualls and 

Rosa 1995; Parasuraman, Zeithaml, and Berry 1988 for examples). We consider causal modeling to be 

superior since, unlike regression analysis, it is not based on the assumption of error-free measurement. 

The seven dimensions of customer satisfaction were used as latent exogenous variables with overall 

satisfaction being the latent endogenous variable. The results related to the structural equation model 

are found in Figure 1. In keeping with standard practice, theoretical variables are indicated by circles, 

observed variables by squares. The parameter estimates indicate that all seven factors influence the 

customer´s overall satisfaction, though in varying degrees. Each of them was found to be significantly 

(at least on the .05 level) and positively related to the customer´s overall satisfaction. From the 

magnitude of the coefficients, we observe that satisfaction with order handling and satisfaction with 

salespeople are the most important factors in determining overall customer satisfaction. Satisfaction 

with product-related information and with communication with internal staff are the least important 

factors. 

It is interesting to note that the three factors with outstanding importance (i.e. a standardized parameter 

estimate of at least .2) do not include satisfaction with products which contradicts previous findings by 

Perreault and Russ (1976). Satisfaction of industrial customers obviously depends heavily on 

salespeople´s interaction with customers as well as on the way a supplier manages the processes of 

order handling and processing and complaint handling. This is consistent with the findings of Tanner 

(1996). 

MULTIPLE ROLE ISSUES 

The purpose of this section is to analyze industrial customer satisfaction focusing on the three different 

roles in the buying center. Specifically, we will be dealing with three questions: 
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• Does the seven factor model provide a viable description of the structure of customer satisfaction 

for each of the three roles? 

• Does the level of customer satifaction with respect to the different items vary across the different 

roles? 

• Does the importance of the different dimensions of customer satisfaction vary across the three 

roles? 

The first step concerning the multiple role issues is to assess the validity of the INDSAT scale on the 

basis of reduced data sets. We split the whole sample into three parts, one for every functional area. 

Then we assessed its validity using confirmatory factor analysis. In all cases, the satisfaction construct 

with the seven underlying factors revealed sound psychometric properties. For example, confirmatory 

factor analysis showed that overall fit indices for the manufacturing group were a chi-square value of 

366.21 with 356 d.f., p=.34, a GFI of .98, an AGFI of .98, a RMR of .07, a RMSEA of .01, and a CFI 

of 1.00. Results for engineers and purchasing managers also showed a fit as good as in the whole 

sample 1. 

The causal model relating the seven INDSAT factors to overall customer satisfaction (see Figure 1) 

was also analyzed for the three subgroups. Squared multiple correlations for the structural equation are 

.70 for purchasing managers, .71 for engineering, and .81 for manufacturing (see Table 5). Those 

findings offer a strong support for the convergent validity of the INDSAT scale, even in the reduced 

sets of data. Additionally, discriminant validity has been tested and supported for the INDSAT scale 

for all of the three different functional areas. In summary, it is found that the seven factor model 

provides a good description of the structures underlying customer satisfaction for each of the three 

roles. 

To assess if there are significant differences in the satisfaction ratings between purchasing managers, 

engineering people, and manufacturing, individual analyses of variance were carried out for each of 

the INDSAT items across the three categories. We found out that the level of satisfaction varied 

significantly (at least on the .1 level) across the three categories for nine of the 29 INDSAT items. For 
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three of those nine items the differences were significant even on the .05 level. Thus, although there is 

a reasonable degree of coherence between the different functional groups on an overall basis, we do 

observe a non-neglectable amount of significant differences between them concerning individual 

items. 

-----------------------------------------Insert Table 5 about here---------------------------------------- 

The third question raised at the beginning of this paragraph is related to possible differences of the 

seven factors´ importance. We conducted a multiple-group LISREL analysis based on the model 

shown in Figure 1 with three subgroups corresponding to the three roles included in our study. The 

analysis involved a comparison between two models. First, a model which allowed free estimation of 

the parameters relating the seven INDSAT dimensions to overall customer satisfaction in each of the 

three subgroups was analyzed. In the second model, each of the seven parameters was restricted to be 

equal across subgroups. This restriction led to a significantly worse fit (χ2
diff =26.94, dfdiff = 14, p < 

.05). Thus, significant differences concerning the importance of the INDSAT dimensions across the 

different roles in the buying center are evident. 

The results of the causal analysis for each of the subgroups are shown in Table 5. With respect to 

purchasing managers, our results indicate that satisfaction with order handling and processing is the 

most important factor. This is consistent with previous findings by Cooper, Dröge, and Daugherty 

(1991) and Wilson and Woodside (1995). It also confirms our previous assumption that purchasing 

people are predominantly concerned with commercial factors. It is also not surprising to find that 

satisfaction with salespeople is very important for purchasing managers. As has been mentioned 

before, purchasing people are usually the members of the buying center who have the closest contact 

with a supplier´s salespeople. 

While satisfaction with complaint handling is very important across all three buying center roles, it is 

the dominant factor for engineering people. This is plausible, because engineering people usually 

make technical decisions that may be criticized in an organization once complaints with the supplier´s 

products occur. Therefore, the way a supplier handles complaints may be very important for them. 
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Satisfaction with products is the most important factor for manufacturing people. This is plausible 

since they are the members of the buying center which have the closest contact with the products. It is 

interesting to observe that satisfaction with technical services has a negative impact on overall 

satisfaction for the manufacturing managers. A possible explanation for this finding is, that technical 

service is typically (although not exclusively) needed in situations where problems with the product 

occur. It may be assumed that a high level of satisfaction with technical services is typically associated 

with situations where significant problems with products have occured previously. 

In summary, the INDSAT scale and the corresponding seven factor model proved to be a valid 

conceptualization of customer satisfaction for each of the analyzed roles in the buying center. We 

observed a reasonable degree of coherence between the three functional groups concerning the level of 

customer satisfaction. However, on the level of individual items, a non-neglectable amount of 

significant differences were observed. Finally, and probably most importantly, we observe very clear 

differences related to the different factors´ importance across the three roles. 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS  

A primary challenge of this study was to propose and evaluate a scale called INDSAT for measuring 

customer satisfaction in industrial markets. It represents one of the few attempts to outline a 

methodology to better understand customer satisfaction from the perspective of the industrial buyer. 

The study has the potential to make theoretical, methodological, and managerial contributions. 

Theoretical Discussion 

Our study has several implications for marketing theory. Among other things it highlights the 

complexity of the construct of industrial customer satisfaction. Against this background the use of 

single item measures such as "How satisfied are you with the relationship in general?" is not adequate. 

Rather, future attempts to measure industrial customers´ satisfaction should use the approaches 

developed in this paper. Obviously, in situations where customer satisfaction is but one of several 

other constructs under investigation, employing a 29-item-scale is not a viable alternative. In such 
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situations summarizing each of the seven INDSAT factors in one item and using a one-factor-model of 

industrial customer satisfaction with seven indicators may be a reasonable compromise between the 

use of the full scale and the use of primitive single item measures (see, e.g., Parasuraman, Zeithaml, 

and Berry 1988 who proposed this approach for the application of SERVQUAL). In other situations 

researchers might be interested in analyzing not the full range of industrial customer satisfaction, but 

only a limited domain of it. In such situations the scales developed for the different dimensions of 

customer satisfaction may be used. For example, when studying the effectiveness of different 

complaint handling techniques, our scale for measuring customer satisfaction with complaint handling 

may be used as outcome measure. 

The analysis described in this paper may also contribute to an improved understanding of industrial 

marketing. Especially, our study reveals that the way a supplier handles specific customer-related 

processes as well as the salespeople´s interaction with customers are key factors for achieving 

customer satisfaction in industrial markets. These issues should experience more attention in industrial 

marketing theory than in the past. Also, textbooks in industrial marketing typically focus on the 

classical marketing mix instruments (the 4 P´s) and neglect such issues as order handling and 

processing and complaint handling. 

Additionally, our study may contribute to an improved understanding of industrial buying behavior. 

Our analyses clearly reveal that different functional groups in the buying center emphasize different 

criteria when assessing a supplier´s performance. While this has been stated in the literature before, 

empirical evidene on this important issue has been scarce, so far. 

Methodological Issues 

Our study has shown that satisfaction ratings may differ considerably across different functional 

groups in a customer company. Thus, in studying industrial customer satisfaction a key informant 

approach (focusing e.g. on the purchasing manager´s perspective) would imply a significant loss of 

information. Our study thus provides further evidence of the questionable quality of information 

concerning organizational phenomena obtained from key informants (see, e.g., Bagozzi and Phillips 
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1982; Kumar, Stern, and Anderson 1993; Phillips 1981; Wilson and Lilien 1992). Against this 

backgound multi-informant research of organizational issues should be employed more frequently 

than it is up to now. 

An additional methodological contribution of our study is to illustrate the usefulness of advanced 

techniques for measure development for industrial marketing. While such modern techniques of scale 

validation are common in consumer behavior studies (see, e.g., Bearden, Netemeyer, and Teel 1989; 

Madden, Allen, and Twible 1988), their use in industrial marketing is still limited. Future research in 

industrial marketing should make use of these advanced techniques to a larger extent. 

Managerial Implications 

Increasing customer satisfaction is an important goal in business practice today, and measurement of 

satisfaction is becoming increasingly common. Against this background, our research has several 

implications for industrial managers. 

First of all, the INDSAT scale can be used as a guidance for managers. For example, the INDSAT 

scale can be used to assess customer satisfaction along each of the seven dimensions by averaging the 

scores on items making up a dimension. Computing average scores for each individual dimension 

yields valuable insight on how well a company deals with different components of customer 

satisfaction. The detailed analysis may also reveal activities that could be undertaken in order to 

increase customer satisfaction. It can also provide an overall measure of customer satisfaction in form 

of average scores across all seven dimensions. When necessary, the scale can be supplemented to fit 

the characterisitcs or specific needs of a particular organization. 

INDSAT is also most valuable when it is used periodically to track customer satisfaction trends. A 

supplier would learn a great deal about the satisfaction of its customers and what needs to be done to 

improve it by administering INDSAT once a year or, at least, every second year. Another application 

of the INDSAT scale is the assessment of a company´s customer satisfaction relative to its principal 

competitors. The INDSAT scale can also be used to survey multiple respondents. 
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In summary, INDSAT has a variety of potential applications. It is not only of use if a company wants 

to assess the satisfaction of its customers, but it can also help in identifying areas requiring action to 

improve the overall satisfaction as well as allocating scarce resources. 

Our analyses have shown that industrial customer satisfaction depends strongly on salespeople´s 

interaction with customers as well as on the two processes of order handling and processing and 

complaint handling, respectively. This finding has important managerial implications: Many firms 

producing and marketing industrial goods are strongly technically-minded implicitly assuming that the 

product is the most important source of customer satisfaction. Our research shows that the interaction 

and processes accompanying products offer great potential for establishing a high level of customer 

satisfaction. This suggests that industrial companies should also consider the ´soft´ facts leading to 

customer satisfaction instead of almost exclusively focusing on product optimization. 

Additionally, the knowledge of the different satisfaction dimensions´ importance is important for 

management to define priorities for improvement efforts and decide about resource allocation (e.g., in 

TQM programs). Also, the knowledge of different weights of the dimensions across the different 

functions can be helpful for the training of salespeople. For example, if a salesperson knows that one 

member of the buying center (a purchasing manager, for example) is particularly concerned about the 

order processing, while another member (the product user in manufacturing) is most concerned about 

the product, the salesperson may be more effective in interacting with the different members of the 

buying center. 

Limitations and Directions for Further Research 

In spite of the care taken at every stage of this research, there are several caveats to our study, but also 

potentially fruitful areas for further research. First of all, the results must be tentatively accepted until 

they are generalized across a number of studies. As usual in such research, the broad generalizability 

of these results cannot automatically be assumed. Replication is a crucial and often neglected aspect of 

generalizing marketing constructs (Jacoby 1978). Therefore, extending the INDSAT scale to new and 

related populations would be the essence of scientific generalization. Additional research, like the 
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replication studies of the SERVQUAL scale by Parasuraman, Zeithaml, and Berry (1991) in different 

customer samples would contribute to a broader understanding of customer satisfaction. By its nature, 

this follow-up research will take years to complete, but it is a necessary next step. 

The second limitation is that, as mentioned before, the present study involved a cross-sectional survey 

and is not a longitudinal study. This means, the data were gathered at one point in time. As such, it 

offers a static view. An interesting area of research could be the use of the measure to track customer 

satisfaction over time to investigate how satisfaction changes over time. Projects that measure 

satisfaction over several time periods could also assess how the relative importance of the seven 

satisfaction dimensions changes over longer time periods. Therefore, the research must be replicated 

not only in diverse environments, but also over time to increase confidence in the nature and power of 

theory. 

While the concept of customer satisfaction is emerging as an important research area of industrial 

marketing, there have been very few empirical studies that investigate customer satisfaction in this 

context. The purified measurement items of this study will provide a valuable guidance to the future 

empirical research concerning satisfaction and its relation to other constructs. 
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Appendix: Final INDSAT Scale 
 

Variable How satisfied are you with the ... 
INDSAT1: Satisfaction with Products 
INDSAT1-1 technical performance of this supplier´s products? 
INDSAT1-2 reliability of the products? 
INDSAT1-3 price/value relationship of this supplier´s products? 
INDSAT1-4 cost efficiency of this supplier´s products throughout their entire life cycle? 
INDSAT1-5 service-friendliness of this supplier´s products? 
 
INDSAT2: Satisfaction with Salespeople 
INDSAT2-1 the knowledge of this supplier´s salespeople regarding the usage conditions for this 

supplier´s products within your company? 
INDSAT2-2 product knowledge of this supplier´s salespeople? 
INDSAT2-3 support in problem solving provided by this supplier´s salespeople? 
INDSAT2-4 friendliness of this supplier´s salespeople when interacting with you? 
INDSAT2-5 personnel continuity concerning the salespeople that you work with? 
INDSAT2-6 time taken by this supplier´s salespeople in reacting to your requests for visits? 
INDSAT2-7 frequency of this supplier´s salespeoples´s visits to your company? 
 
INDSAT3: Satisfaction with Product-Related Information 
INDSAT3-1 information provided in this supplier´s technical documentation? 
INDSAT3-2 availability of technical documentation? 
INDSAT3-3 usability of the operating instructions relating to this supplier´s products? 
INDSAT3-4 information given in other documentation (for example brochures/prospectuses)? 
 
INDSAT4: Satisfaction with Order Handling and Processing 
INDSAT4-1 time taken in returning order confirmation? 
INDSAT4-2 reliabilitiy of order processing? 
INDSAT4-3 delivery times as given in the order confirmation? 
INDSAT4-4 adherence to delivery schedules? 
 
INDSAT5: Satisfaction with Technical Services 
INDSAT5-1 speed of availability of service staff? 
INDSAT5-2 technical quality of service provided? 
INDSAT5-3 price/value ratio of this supplier´s service? 
 
INDSAT6: Satisfaction with Communication with Internal Staff 
INDSAT6-1 reachability of employees in manufacturing sites? 
INDSAT6-2 reaction to requests made by telephone? 
INDSAT6-3 reaction to written requests? 
 
INDSAT7: Satisfaction with Complaint Handling 
INDSAT7-1 actions taken by this supplier´s company with regard to product related complaints 

within the warranty period? 
INDSAT7-2 actions taken by this supplier´s company with regard to product related complaints 

outside the warranty period? 
INDSAT7-3 reaction on general complaints? 
 
All items employ 5-point scales with anchors "Strongly Satisfied" (5)/ "Strongly Dissatisfied" (1) with 
no verbal statements between point 2 to 4. 
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Table 1 
SAMPLE PROFILE 

 
 Surveys sent out Surveys returned Response rate (%) 

Sample 1    

 Germany 

 

2576 873 33.9 

Sample 2    

 Austria 218 120 55.1 

 Belgium 602 195 32.4 

 Denmark 82 34 41.5 

 Great Britain 123 57 46.3 

 France 1092 198 18.1 

 Italy 1037 157 15.1 

 Netherlands 733 381 52.0 

 Portugal 152 46 30.3 

 Spain 1017 226 22.2 

 Switzerland 149 108 72.5 

 Sweden 244 156 63.9 

Total (Sample 2)    

 5449 1679 30.8 
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Table 2 
CONFIRMATORY FACTOR ANALYSIS RESULTS (SAMPLE 1) 

Factor/Item Individual Item 
Reliability 

t-values of 
factor loadings 

Construct 
Reliability 

Average Variance 
Extracted 

Coefficient
Alpha 

INDSAT1 (Satisfaction with Products) .90 .64 .85 
INDSAT1-1 .64 62.34    
INDSAT1-2 .65 62.79    
INDSAT1-3 .50 57.12    
INDSAT1-4 .70 64.58    
INDSAT1-5 .72 65.43    

INDSAT2 (Satisfaction with Salespeople) .94 .69 .90 
INDSAT2-1 .71 69.50    
INDSAT2-2 .75 71.24    
INDSAT2-2 .75 71.41    
INDSAT2-4 .75 71.38    
INDSAT2-5 .63 66.25    
INDSAT2-6 .66 67.45    
INDSAT2-7 .59 64.42    

INDSAT3 (Satisfaction with Product-Related Information) .93 .78 .91 
INDSAT3-1 .73 62.43    
INDSAT3-2 .80 64.50    
INDSAT3-3 .84 65.88    
INDSAT3-4 .74 63.37    

INDSAT4 (Satisfaction with Order Handling and Processing)     .89 .67 .85 
INDSAT4-1 .76 61.97    
INDSAT4-2 .81 63.49    
INDSAT4-3 .57 56.60    
INDSAT4-4 .55 55.92    

INDSAT5 (Satisfaction with Technical Services) .88 .72 .84 
INDSAT5-1 .62 50.16    
INDSAT5-2 .76 52.61    
INDSAT5-3 .78 53.69    

INDSAT6 (Satisfaction with Communication with Internal 
                Staff) 

.93 .83 .90 

INDSAT6-1 .74 59.16    
INDSAT6-2 .89 61.21    
INDSAT6-3 .85 61.21    

INDSAT7 (Satisfaction with Complaint Handling) .95 .85 .91 
INDSAT7-1 .85 62.62    
INDSAT7-2 .83 62.49    
INDSAT7-3 .88 62.89    
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Table 3 
CORRELATION MATRIX OF THE SEVEN INDSAT FACTORS (SAMPLE 1) 

 

 INDSAT1 INDSAT2 INDSAT3 INDSAT4 INDSAT5 INDSAT6 INDSAT7 

INDSAT1 1.00       

INDSAT2 .25*** 1.00      

INDSAT3 .30*** .29*** 1.00     

INDSAT4 .34*** .27*** .32*** 1.00    

INDSAT5 .34*** .21*** .27*** .22*** 1.00   

INDSAT6 .35*** .28*** .26*** .45*** .32*** 1.00  

INDSAT7 .44*** .31*** .26*** .41*** .30*** .37*** 1.00 

*** indicates significance at the .01 level  
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Table 4 
CONFIRMATORY FACTOR ANALYSIS RESULTS (SAMPLE 2) 

Factor/Item Individual Item 
Reliability 

t-values of factor 
loadings 

Construct 
Reliability 

Average Variance 
Extracted 

Coefficient
Alpha 

INDSAT1 (Satisfaction with Products) .89 .61 .84 
INDSAT1-1 .60 82 14    
INDSAT1-2 .64 84.81    
INDSAT1-3 .47 76.61    
INDSAT1-4 .65 85.86    
INDSAT1-5 .68 88.12    

INDSAT2 (Satisfaction with Salespeople) .93 .66 .90 
INDSAT2-1 .68 100.47    
INDSAT2-2 .65 98.35    
INDSAT2-2 .69 101.22    
INDSAT2-4 .69 100.97    
INDSAT2-5 .72 102.75    
INDSAT2-6 .66 99.47    
INDSAT2-7 .53 90.44    

INDSAT3 (Satisfaction with Product-Related Information) .94 .80 .92 
INDSAT3-1 .73 89.18    
INDSAT3-2 .85 91.59    
INDSAT3-3 .83 91.04    
INDSAT3-4 .74 87.62    

INDSAT4 (Satisfaction with Order Handling and Processing)    .90 .69 .86 
INDSAT4-1 .72 85.94    
INDSAT4-2 .84 89.94    
INDSAT4-3 .57 79.35    
INDSAT4-4 .61 81.21    

INDSAT5 (Satisfaction with Technical Services) .89 .72 .85 
INDSAT5-1 .68 76.26    
INDSAT5-2 .77 78.11    
INDSAT5-3 .72 77.20    

INDSAT6 (Satisfaction with Communication with Internal  
                Staff) 

.93 .82 .91 

INDSAT6-1 .73 78.81    
INDSAT6-2 .86 81.50    
INDSAT6-3 .86 81.87    

INDSAT7 (Satisfaction with Complaint Handling) .95 .87 .93 
INDSAT7-1 .86 87.55    
INDSAT7-2 .89 88.58    
INDSAT7-3 .85 87.08    
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Table 5 
IMPACT OF SATISFACTION FACTORS ON OVERALL CUSTOMER 

SATISFACTION 
 

Factor Purchasing Engineering Manufacturing 

INDSAT1 (Satisfaction with Products) .09* .16*** .31*** 

INDSAT2 (Satisfaction with Salespeople) .33*** .19*** .29*** 

INDSAT3 (Satisfaction with Product- 
  Related Information) 

.00 .11*** .09 

INDSAT4 (Satisfaction with Order  
  Handling and Processing) 

.37*** .11*** .19** 

INDSAT5 (Satisfaction with Technical  
  Services) 

.10** .15*** -.15** 

INDSAT6 (Satisfaction with  
  Communication with Internal 
  Staff) 

.00 .01 .03 

INDSAT7 (Satisfaction with Complaint  
  Handling) 

.17*** .33*** .27*** 

latent variable model R2 .70 .71 .81 

Completely Standardized Solution 
*** Parameter estimates are significant at the .01 level. 
** Parameter estimates are significant at the .05 level. 
* Parameter estimates are significant at the .1 level. 
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Figure 1 
CAUSAL MODEL RELATING INDSAT FACTORS TO OVERALL 

CUSTOMER SATISFACTION 
(including parameter estimates for sample 1) 
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Completely Standardized Solution 
*** Parameter estimates are significant at the .01 level. 
** Parameter estimates are significant at the .05 level. 
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